How did your test trial go?

After you’ve attended a test trial, we recommend meeting together as a team, either virtually or in-person, to review and decide what your next steps will be. You should do this soon after completing a test trial so you don’t forget anything.

During your review, ask yourselves:

1. What went well at the test trial?
   a. What parts of your device were successful?
   b. What positive feedback did the judges give you?

2. What needs to be worked on or improved?
   a. What feedback for improvement did the judges give you?
   b. What are you going to work on next?
   c. How are you going to divide the work?
   d. How will you test once you’ve made changes?
   e. Should your team attend another test trial?

Don’t forget to write things down and document your experiences in the team’s engineering journal!